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MAXCOAT 2X
Two Component Elastomeric Waterproof Coating

GODRY MAXCOAT 2X
GODRY MAXCOAT 2X is a ready to use twocomponent elastomeric waterproof and
protective coating for concrete and masonry
surfaces. It provides an effective protection for
the substrate against decay and water-damage.

Areas of Application
GODRY MAXCOAT 2X can be used in bathrooms,
water tanks, swimming pools, roofs, water
retaining structures, sewage treatment plants,
etc.

Features
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Excellent resistance to water permeability
Provides tough and durable coating
Strong adhesion to cementitious substrates
Good resistance against chlorides in water
Flexible, breathable and non-toxic

Coverage
Approximately 5.5 to 6 sqft/kg at 2 mm thickness.

Cautions
For areas that are subjected to moderate to
heavy loads/hydrostatic pressure, coating
thickness should be minimum 2 mm.
Ÿ Mix the entire quantity of both the liquid &
powder components at one go.
Ÿ Do not add water for dilution.
Ÿ Do not over expose the treated surface to
water until it's completely cured.
Ÿ

Shelf Life & Storage
12 months from the date of manufacturing. Store
in cool & dry place, away from direct sun light.

Packaging
GODRY MAXCOAT 2X is available in 3 kg pack.

Application Procedure
Clean the surface thoroughly and repair the
damaged surface using repair mortar.
Shake the liquid component (Part A) well
and pour it into a clean plastic or metal
bucket/drum.
Add the powder component (Part B) gradually
to the liquid avoiding any lump formation while
constantly mixing with a stirrer or a paddle.
Mix for 2-3 minutes to a homogeneous and
uniform consistency.
For best results, moisten the surface with
clean water prior to application.
Apply the 1st coat of mixed material using a
short, stiff bristle brush over the surface.
Once the 1st coat reaches touch dry state,
Apply the 2nd coat to achieve a combined
thickness of 1 to 2 mm.
The applied area should be protected from
direct sunlight and should be damp cured by
placing wet hessian or similar system.
Subsequent Finishes
1. GODRY MAXCOAT 2X does not normally require any
further surface finishes.
2. If the applied area is desired to be covered or
protected with screed, sprinkle coarse sand on the
wet surface of second coat for better adhesion of
screed or plaster.
3. GODRY MAXCOAT 2X is compatible with most form
of subsequent coatings and tile installation.

For more information, please visit www.godry.co.in or call 1800 425 8862.
Note
All technical data stated in this Product Data Sheet are based on laboratory tests. Actual measured data may vary due to circumstances beyond our
control.

Health and Safety Information
Though it contains non-toxic materials, enough care should be taken to avoid dust inhalation while mixing and handling. In case of contact with eyes
or mouth, wash with plenty of clean water.

Disclaimer
The product information and applications details given in this data sheet is meant to serve as a general guideline only. Users are advised to undertake
a trial for product suitability prior to full-scale usage. There is no express or implied guaranty/warranty for the results. The company does not assume
any liability or consequential damage for unsatisfactory results, arising from the use of our products.
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